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Laura Howard(08/18/1970)
 
I am a Christian poet and have had my poems self-published in a book.
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Death
 
Death is not a time to fear
Or is it a time to fret
JESUS is ever near
It is not over yet.
 
Even though I have left you below
You must already know
I am in that HOLY CITY
where there is plenty
I will  be here waiting for all
Of you when GOD chooses to call.
 
Death is not the end
It's just a crossing in the bend
I am with JESUS above
Who is extending his GREAT LOVE
 
Death is coming to all
So that we will not fall
JESUS is still on the THRONE
And he will NEVER be GONE
 
When we close our eyes
We are in the Heavenly skies
Forever to live with HIM on HIGH
In the sweet BY and BY..........
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Homeward Bound
 
Heaven is our
Onward destination by HIS
Majestic power through
Eternal greatness and
We can claim it by
Accepting HIM in our heart
Rejoicing and having the
Desire to go.
Believe that we are
On our way to Glory
United with HIM by love
Never more to be
Defeated by Satan ever again
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Our Everlasting Holy Father
 
We all love our fathers very much
And we long to see them a whole bunch
For many of us our fathers live far away
And we cannot visit everyday.
 
We have a HOLY FATHER that we cannot see
Through FAITH I know that HE is with me
Our HOLY FATHER loves us completely
And provides comfort so sweetly.
 
Our HOLY FATHER will greet us in
Heaven since he has forgiven our sin
He is our Heavenly Father and
We will spend FOREVER with HIM
 
Our earthly father shall pass away
But one FATHER is here always to stay
THAT IS OUR EVERLASTING HOLY FATHER! ! ! ! !
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